COMMANDCENTRAL INVESTIGATE
UNCOVER MORE ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
CommandCentral Investigate is a powerful cloud-based investigative analytic tool. It gives you instant access to
visually insightful data from across local and nationwide databases, as well as 10,000 public sources, all in an
easy-to-use interface. Quickly identify emerging crime trends, track down leads and effortlessly communicate
intelligence across your agency — empowering everyone to fight crime smarter with CommandCentral Investigate.

BUILT TO LEVERAGE MORE DATA
• Access and work seamlessly with your Motorola Solutions CAD and
RMS system.
• Spot emerging crime patterns and trends within and beyond your
jurisdiction using millions of interjurisdictional records.
• Access billions of public records from over 10,000 sources to further aid
your investigations.
CONFIGURABLE FOR ANY ROLE
Command Staff can make better informed decisions.
Detectives can quickly uncover hidden connections.
Analysts can create and share deeper crime studies.
Officers can patrol more effectively.
DELIVERED AS-A-SERVICE
Cloud based software as a service (SaaS) is cost effective and reliable. New
features and capabilities are introduced seamlessly, without down time or
interruptions.

DATA SHEET COMMANDCENTRAL INVESTIGATE

CommandCentral Investigate Dashboard with Link Analysis

INVESTIGATIVE ANALYTICS SOFTWARE THAT GIVES YOU MORE

IMPROVE DATA-DRIVEN
OUTCOMES

MAXIMIZE AGENCY
EFFECTIVENESS

SPEED UP
INVESTIGATIONS

EASILY VISUALIZE CRIME TRENDS

IMPROVE DATA SHARING AND COLLABORATION

QUICKLY TRACK DOWN LEADS

Visualize data to identify crime patterns then
deep-dive into it to understand why it’s occurring.

Effectively communicate insights and
develop initiatives to combat crime.

Quickly and easily find suspects, connect data
points and make arrests.

EASILY VISUALIZE CRIME TRENDS

QUICKLY TRACK DOWN LEADS

Robust Analytic Visualizations: Intuitively present data across dashboards
with various graphical widgets and maps to quickly and easily interpret vast
amounts of data. See the details of an underlying crime directly within a
dashboard without switching applications.

Advanced Search with Trusted Results: Quickly find information on
people, vehicles and phone numbers so that raw, mass information can
become the intelligence you need to fuel your investigations.

Advanced Filtering and Reporting: Simple, yet extensive controls for
defining data parameters allow your users to hone in on the data they want
to examine.

Link Analysis: Identify non-obvious connections between entities
to develop a comprehensive understanding of them. Integrate public
records directly into the link analysis tool for deeper insights into
complex relationships.

Public Safety Data Exchange (PSDX): Access millions of records from
agencies across the country to help users build a complete picture of
individuals, locations and incidents.

Accurint® for Law Enforcement: CommandCentral Investigate Plus users
receive an enterprise-wide license to Accurint for Law Enforcement,
providing more detailed public record searches for your entire agency.

IMPROVE DATA SHARING AND COLLABORATION

CHOOSE AN OFFER THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOUR AGENCY

Automated Reporting: Automate key dashboard reports and schedule their
delivery to any stakeholder, ensuring everyone has timely, updated information
for decision-making.

CommandCentral Investigate has two subscription offers to fit your agency’s
needs and budget. Both provide agencies with a powerful investigative and
reporting platform. CommandCentral Investigate Plus adds integrated public
records search and includes an enterprise wide license to Accurint for Law
Enforcement for deeper insights.

Easy Dashboard Sharing: Effortlessly share and communicate dashboards
between users to ensure everyone has the same insights to take action.
Print-Ready Reports: Quickly create print-ready reports of crime and entities
that can be downloaded in a wide variety of formats.

For more information about CommandCentral Investigate,
visit www.motorolasolutions.com/commandcentral-investigate

COMMANDCENTRAL INVESTIGATE
Standard
Plus
RMS / CAD Data Integration

Yes

Yes

Public Safety Data Exchange Integration

Yes

Yes

Quick Search Results

Yes

Yes

Link Analysis Feature

Yes

Yes

Comprehensive Public Records Integration

No

Yes

Accurint for Law Enforcement Feature

No

Yes
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